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Information for XTB Clients in the context of the possible United Kingdom withdrawing
from the European Union (the so-called "Brexit")
In connection with the announced United Kingdom withdrawing from the European Union on 29
March 2019 XTB informs about the possibility of extraordinary situations on the financial markets on
the days immediately preceding and succeeding that date.
Extraordinary market conditions, such as reduced liquidity of instruments and potential lack of order
execution, wider spreads and rapid price movements or gaps at the market opening, may occur on
instruments based on FX instruments, in which one of the pairs is the British pound (GBP) and on
instruments, the price of which depends on the price of British companies or companies listed on the
United Kingdom stock exchange (CFD Shares and Shares, and ETFs). The abovementioned issues
may impact also instruments based on other stock indices. Due to the fact that Great Britain is a
place of active trade for some commodities, such as precious metals and metals, extraordinary
market conditions may also apply to such instruments. The Bank of England is also the main
depository of global currency reserves deposited in gold, which may have an impact on the behavior
of currencies whose reserves are deposited in the United Kingdom.
XTB does not exclude the possibility that the current situation in United Kingdom may be an
opportunity to manipulate the British pound rate, among others by publishing false information in the
media or speculative attacks.
XTB would also like to remind that client accounts are protected from negative balance. Please relate
to relevant GTC document for more information.
In case of any questions regarding the effects of Brexit on XTB's activity, we offer our Clients the
opportunity to contact our Customer Support Department by e-mail to the address: cs@xtb.com .
Please be advised that as a result of Brexit, some agreements with XTB service providers may be
renegotiated. This applies to agreements with suppliers and service providers based in the United
Kingdom. Renegotiation of these agreements may result in the necessity to modify Clients’
documentation. As a result of Brexit, some personal data may be transferred outside the European
Union. XTB constantly monitors the situation in United Kingdom, cooperating in this respect with XTB
LTD (UK). XTB informs Clients about any changes that have or may have an impact on their legal
situation, to the extent required by the applicable law.
For more information, please contact our Customer Support Department using the contact details
indicated above.
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